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     For those areas where it is desirable to keep 
motorists advised to their current speed, a 
fixed location version of the speed sign is 
available. The direction sensing doppler radar 
unit will “see” only those vehicles 
approaching the sign - the problem of false 
speed readings by vehicles traveling the other 
direction is eliminated. Power is supplied by a 
12 VDC battery or a 110 VAC power inverter.
The same weather resistant / impact resistant 
fiberglass housing is used in this sign.

STATIONARY

INTERNATIONAL VERSION

International option is also available

 in the stationary model

3 digit version is available with radar set to 
read KPH.  Choice of (4) speed limit signs 
included with all units. 
(multiple languages available for sign caption)

Both stationary and international signs 
are available as basic speed display or 

with computer control module for added 
features - alert, alarm, blanking
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